iGO Standard and iGO Deluxe
Easy
Efficient
Effective
‘THE GAME CHANGER’
Deluxe

The choice of champions

The iGO range was developed to provide the professional groundsman with a linemarking
machine that is more than just ‘Fit for purpose’. Rigorous trials with specialist grounds staff,
Standard
from major football clubs, to local authorities, helped in the creation of a line marking system
that far exceeds the standard for existing pedestrian machines. The machines are easy to set up, operate, clean, and service,
saving time and money. The sleek design is a perfect fit for the sports turf industry.
The easy to use accessories, specifically developed for the iGO systems, make athletic lane marking and application of grass
treatments simple and effective.
All iGO machines are fitted with handle bar mounted, touch button On / Off switches, heavy duty diaphragm pump, and
12V / 20AH re-chargable batteries as standard. All iGO machines are fitted with metal spacer discs for improved line
definition, easily adjusted to pre-set widths, without the need for tape measures.

Additional benefits of the iGO Deluxe:
The Deluxe version features a solenoid triggered spray head. This enhances the atomisation of the paint
compared to the standard diaphragm controlled spray head. This improves leaf coverage, without any
increase in paint usage, and gives instant shut-off of paint to the spray head. This eliminates over-spray at
the end of the marked line.

Front disc lifters are fitted to the iGO deluxe, and are operated from the lever on the handlebar. This allows
the discs to be lifted clear of the ground, particularly useful when marking rugby fields. When lifted, the discs
can be held in position, if required, without the need to keep your hands on the lever.

Features standard to both machines:

Both machines are supplied with a sealed, 12 volt
/ 20AH re-chargable battery, which is designed to
be easily charged, on or off, the machine. The
‘intelligent’ charger supplied, is designed to
operate safely overnight.
The disc bar benefits with having pre-drilled holes,
set at 2”, 3”, 4”, 5” and 6” (50,75,100,125 and 150mm)
for ease of disc spacing. These are secured with
easy lift index plungers.
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A 2ltr water bottle is supplied, for use when
priming and flushing out the system, at the end of
day operations, the only time that water is
needed with the iGO and Impact system.
The diaphragm pump delivers consistent pressure
to the spray head, ensuring that the line is
delivered efficiently, time after time.
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